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NATIONAL WORKING AND PASTORAL BREEDS 

 

Firstly I would like to thank the committee for inviting me to judge and award my first set of CC’s in 
PMD’s. Also thanks to all exhibitors who entered and accepted my decisions with sportsmanlike 
behaviour, the friendly atmosphere around the ring in this breed is second to none, and a credit to 
the dog show world. Lastly, a big thank you to my two stewards who kept the ring moving in the 
intense heat. A day I will treasure forever, thank you. All exhibits had correct dentition, double dew 
claws and were well up on height for the breed standard. I was very pleased with my final line-up, a 
credit to the breed. 

PD (2) 1 Kenyon & Ward’s Charibere Simply The Sequel At Kaianna. Smart puppy, well up for size, 
strong head, correct almond shaped eye, ear set and excellent pigment. Fairly shortish neck leading 
into powerful shoulders, straight forelegs with adequate bone and angulation, neat feet, medium 
rear angulation, well furred tail, expertly handled and moved with drive. BP. Pleased to see him 
shortlisted in the Group. 2 Spier’s Belshanmish Midnight Magic. Good head, pleasing eye, neat ears, 
excellent pigment. Moderate angulation front and rear, excellent coat and condition, well up for 
height, moved well.  

JD (3, 1) 1 Carter’s Jumicar Just An Illusion. Strong head without coarseness, correct eye and ear 
placement, excellent pigment, strong neck leading into strong shoulders, medium angulation front 
and rear correct height to body ratio, small compact feet, coat in excellent condition, expertly 
handled, moved out well. 2 Hall’s Lisjovia Insomnia. Lovely head and expression on this boy, neat 
ears and correct almond shaped eye, tight fitting lips. Shortish neck leading to powerful shoulders, 
straight forelegs, medium angulation front and rear. Moved well and with time should make his 
mark.  

YD (2, 1) 1 Kennedy & Kennedy’s Pyrcot Spirit Of Ohana. Nice head and expression with correct eye, 
ear and lovely pigment, well up for size, adequate bone and medium angulation front and rear, coat 
in good condition, moved well.  

PGD (5) 1 Goodman’s Lisjovia Avicii With Annanya. Powerful looking dog, strong head without 
coarseness, correct almond eye, neat ear set and excellent pigment. Shortish neck leading into 
powerful shoulders, good height to body ratio, adequate bone and medium angulation front and 
rear, excellent coat and condition, well furred tail. Expertly handled to show how good he is on the 
move RCC. 2 Blair’s Penellcy Bennington Bear. Strong head without coarseness, correct eye, ear 
placement and excellent pigment, straight forelegs well muscled, medium angulation front and rear, 
coat of excellent texture, well furred tail, moved out well. 3 Jones’ Lisjovia Sky Full Of Stars. Lovely 
head with correct almond shaped eye, correct ear set and lovely black pigment. Strong shoulders 
and straight forelegs with ample bone, medium angulation front and rear, well muscled. Coat of 
correct texture and excellent condition, moved out well.  

LD (2) 1 Goodman’s Lisjovia Avicii. 2 Pollard, & Maggs’ Gillandant Thief Of Hearts At Dewyche. Nice 
head with correct eye, ears and pigment, shortish neck leading to powerful shoulders, straight 
forelegs with adequate bone, medium angulation front and rear, coat of excellent texture, well 
furred tail, expertly handled and moved with drive.  

OD (4) 1 Holmes’ Lisjovia Takahashi. In profile this dog is both powerful yet elegant without 
coarseness, admittedly not the flashiest of dogs but he needs to be gone over to appreciate just how 



good he is, a well constructed dog can move without effort and he showed this on the move. Strong 
head but not coarse, strong correct muzzle of medium length, excellent almond shaped eye, correct 
ear set and close fitting lips, darkest of pigment. Strong shortish neck leading to powerful shoulders, 
medium angulation with straight forelegs, neat feet. Good height to body ratio, well muscled thighs 
and good bone all through. Lovely thick tail with the desired hook, coat of correct texture, moved 
out with drive, powered around the ring, unhurried but showing how powerful he was, a pure 
delight both in profile and on the move. Proud to award him the CC, BOB and pleased to see him 
shortlisted in the Group. 2 Reilly’s UK Swiss Ir & Multi Int Ch Lisjovia Boris Bear At Darmaror Jw ShCM 
ShCEx CW19. Another lovely upstanding dog in top form, lovely head and expression, correct almond 
shaped eye, neat ears and excellent pigment. Stands on straight forelegs with strong bone, medium 
angulation front and rear, neat feet, lovely body to height ratio. Coat of correct texture and in 
excellent condition, moved out well at one with handler, expertly handled. 3 Carter’s Jumicar Ice 
Warrior. Good head with correct eye, neat ears, good pigment, medium angulation front and rear, 
coat of good texture, well furred tail. Moved out well.  

VD/B (1) 1 Asher’s Granchester Imoulou. Lovely boy, rising 8 yrs. Good head with lovely expression, 
correct almond eye, nice ear set and lovely pigment. Good height to body ration, strong well boned 
legs, correct medium angulation front and rear, coat of correct texture. Moved out well and at one 
with handler, enjoying his day and showing the youngsters how it’s done. BV.  

PB (3) Trio of litter sisters all developing at various rates and I’m sure will change placings many 
times. 1 Thorne’s Belshanmish New Sensation At Pyrajay. Pleasing head with correct almond shaped 
eye, neat ear set and lovely black pigment. Straight forelegs with adequate bone and medium 
angulation, neat feet, coat of correct texture, moved out well. 2 Williams & Hall’s Belshanmish Total 
Eclipse. Pleasing head with correct almond shaped eye, dark pigment, correct body to height ratio, 
coat of correct texture, moved out well once settled. 3 Keith’s Belshanmish My Girl With Beverlenn. 
Pleasing head, neat ears, lovely pigment and correct almond shaped eye, good height to body ratio, 
coat of correct texture, gave her handler a hard time but once settled showed good movement. 

JB (3,1) 1 Dearman & Henson’s Lisjovia Witches Promise For Pyrekees. This bitch takes your eye as 
she enters the ring, she is elegant and very feminine. Lovely feminine head without coarseness, 
shortish neck and powerful shoulders, medium angulation, well boned forelegs, height to body ratio 
is spot on, excellent well muscled rear for a youngster. Coat of correct texture, well furred tail with 
hook. She excels on the move and is expertly handled which shows in how she powers round the 
ring, surely a bright star of the future. 2 Hopkins’ Lisjovia Sweet But Psycho. Litter sister to first and 
many of the same attributes but not yet as well developed. Lovely head and typical expression, 
correct almond eye and ear set, excellent pigment, correct body to height ratio, medium angulation 
front and rear, well boned throughout, coat of correct texture and presented in excellent condition. 
Moved with drive with more to come.  

YB (2) Repeat of JB.  

PGB (1) 1 Asher’s Patablanca Phoenix. Lovely bitch with feminine head and lovely expression, correct 
almond shaped eye, neat ears, tight lips, excellent pigment. Strong well boned forelegs, neat feet, 
good height to body ratio, correct medium angulation, coat of correct texture but left most of it at 
home. Moved out well.  

LB (3, 2) 1 Goodwin’s Lisjovia Adagio Avec Montmusique JW. Lovely bitch, nothing overdone or 
exaggerated just a true honest bitch who needs to be gone over to be appreciated. Lovely feminine 
head without any coarseness, correct almond shaped eye, correct ear placement and the darkest of 



pigments, she exudes the Pyre expression. Shortish neck leading into powerful shoulders, straight 
well muscled forelegs, medium angulation, correct height to body ratio, compact feet, well muscled 
rear. Coat of correct texture in excellent condition, well furred tail with hook. Looks lovely in profile 
but excels on the move, free mover, unhurried and at one with handler. CC, BOS.  

OB (3, 1) 1 Thorne’s Ch Belshanmish Pretty In Pink At Pyrajay ShCM Shc. Lovely feminine bitch, 
correct head without coarseness, correct almond eye and neat ears, darkest of pigments. Strong 
shoulders, straight well muscled forelegs, medium angulation, small oval feet, medium rear 
angulation, lovely coat of correct texture and well presented. Moved out well at one with handler, 
RCC. 2 Church & Bamford’s Lisjovia Keep The Faith For Pafaxen. Lovely bitch of correct construction 
which shows in her movement, strong head but not coarse, correct almond shaped eye, lovely 
pigment. Correct body to height ratio, strong forequarter and well muscled all through, coat of 
correct texture and in good condition, well furred tail with hook, excels in movement. 

Dawn Cochrane 


